Living walls of cascading, soft grass, floor-to-ceiling windows and clean, white subway tile set the stage
for Brome Modern Eatery. The fine-causal restaurant opened its Dearborn location in fall 2015, and its
Detroit location in winter 2018. Both offer 100 percent organic, grass-fed beef burgers, cold-pressed
fresh juices, hand-spun shakes and other creative American cuisine. The fine-casual style of dining at
Brome Modern Eatery provides customers with the luxury and convenience of a wait staff without
having to pay gratuity.
Its Dearborn, Michigan location is nestled on bustling Michigan Avenue among shops, bars and eateries,
where its outdoor patio spills into a neighboring park. In Detroit, Brome Modern Eatery resides in the
historic ‘The 607’ building at the corner of Shelby and Congress, conveniently located between Campus
Martius and Cobo Center. Both locations bring a much-needed option to metro and downtown Detroit:
American cuisine done right and sourced right, that’s both delicious and affordable.
Done right: open to give metro and downtown Detroiters a solid choice when choosing a meal and a
place to meet, Brome Modern Eatery was founded by Dearborn-native restaurateur Sam Abbas.
Sourced ethically: beef, produce, and even grains are locally sourced when possible. Beef and chicken
used at Brome are raised with care by Amish farmers and without antibiotics and other additives. Much
of the menu is organic. Brome shakes are the kind you used to know; dense, rich and creamy; spun using
Brome’s house-made vanilla bean custard and topped with freshly whipped cream.
Balence Bar: Opened in summer 2017, with locations in Dearborn and Detroit, Brome’s Balence Bar
offers cold-pressed juices, organically-sourced whenever possible. The addition of Balence Bar allows
Brome to offer consumers even more health- and environmentally-conscious fare. Juices, smoothies,
mocktails, simply juice, shots and add-ons are made from scratch using whole fruit and vegetables that
are cut into pieces after an order has been placed.
Delicious: Brome’s menu offers a fresh-take on American cuisine, packed with flavorful options like the
Dantes Heaven burger topped with smoked turkey bacon, braised onion, cherry pepper relish, ghost
pepper jack and sweet habanero aioli, and the Impossible burger, a plant-based beef alternative that
rivals the real thing - really.
Affordable: All the burgers on the menu (beef, fish, chicken and veggie options) are around $10. Brome
Modern Eatery is the place to get an ethically sourced, creatively prepared and simply delicious meal for
a reasonable price.
Come into Brome Modern Eatery and try the fare. Let the laid-back vibe and delicious menu invite you
to stay a while, whether it’s to dine on the outdoor patio or with spectacular views of downtown
Detroit, or just to stop in for a juice or dessert (how does a fountain of youth juice sound?). We’d love to
get to know you.
Find out more about Brome Modern Eatery online, on Facebook, on Instagram, or on Twitter.

